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INFINITESIMAL CONDITIONS FOR THE EQLTVARIANCE OF

MORPHISMS OF FIBERED MANIFOLDS

YVETTE KOSMANN-SCHWARZBACH

Abstract. We generalize the usual definition of the Lie derivative to the

case of a morphism between fibered manifolds which does not necessarily

preserve the base. We prove that the vanishing of the Lie derivatives is a

necessary and sufficient condition for the equivariance of a morphism of

fibered manifolds under the action of a connected Lie group.

0. Introduction. In many problems in mathematical physics one considers a

'field', in effect, a section of a fibered manifold (which is very often a vector

bundle) over a base manifold representing space-time, and a group of

transformations of the base. To know whether the field is physically meaning-

ful, one asks the classical question, whether the group of transformations is a

'symmetry group' (in alternate terminology, an 'invariance group') of the

field, that is, does there exist a lifting of the action of the group on the base

manifold to an action on the fibered manifold by automorphisms (if the

fibered manifold is a vector bundle one generally requires that the group act

by vector-bundle automorphisms) such that the section under consideration

be invariant under that action of the group? More generally, one can ask the

same question regarding a differential operator from one fibered manifold to

another over the same base manifold. One must consider liftings of the group

action to the two fibered manifolds: if there exist liftings such that the

differential operator is equivariant with respect to the two lifted actions, the

group is called a 'symmetry group' (or an 'invariance group') of the differen-

tial operator or of the associated system of partial differential equations. (For

scalar differential operators or, more generally, for differential operators on

tensor bundles, the word 'invariant' is usually reserved for 'invariant under

the natural liftings' while the word 'covariant' can be used in the other cases.)

In general, one assumes that the group is a Lie group, considers its corre-

sponding infinitesimal transformations, and determines whether the section or

the differential operator is 'infinitesimally invariant'. In the case of a section

that means, does there exist a lifting of the Lie algebra of vector fields on the

base to a Lie algebra of infinitesimal automorphisms of the fibered manifold

such that the section is infinitesimally invariant, i.e., such that its Lie

derivatives with respect to those vector fields defined by this lifting vanish?
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For a differential operator one asks whether there exist liftings of the Lie

algebra of vector fields such that the differential operator is infinitesimally

equivariant. This is the infinitesimal version of the classical similarity

methods for partial differential equations. One way of solving the question is

to define the Lie derivatives of the differential operator associated with the

liftings of the vector fields in the Lie algebra, and to write the conditions for

the vanishing of those Lie derivatives. In the present paper we give a

definition of the Lie derivative of a morphism between fibered manifolds

which does not necessarily preserve the base, and we thus obtain generaliza-

tions of the similarity methods.

1. Group actions on fibered manifolds and Lie derivatives of sections. Let «r:

E -> M denote a smooth locally trivial fibered manifold. Let G be a Lie

group. We assume that G acts on M by diffeomorphisms and that the action

r1 ~* Pm °f G on M lifts to an action p -» pE of G on E by fiber-preserving

diffeomorphisms. Moreover, we require the condition (C): given a one-

parameter family r -» ft, in G such that (t, x) E R X M -» ( p,)Mx E M is

smooth, then (t, y) E R X E ->( p,)^ E E is smooth. Examples of this situa-

tion are: all trivial fibrations, all bundles of tensors and bundles of jets of

tensors over M, frame bundles and higher-order frame bundles over M and

bundles of forms over these (bundles of connections), with G a Lie group of

transformations of M; also all bundles of tensor-spinors over a spin manifold

M when G is a closed subgroup of the connected component of the confor-

mai group of M.

We will use the terms functions and sections to mean smooth functions and

smooth sections. G acts on the ring of functions/over M by

Pm ■ f = f ° PÛ1    (for ft in G ). (1.1)

G acts on the set of sections ^ of E by

f% • *l> = Pe ° $ ° )%'    (for ft inG ). (1.2)

More generally, G acts on the set of local sections of E.

Let X be in the Lie algebra g of G. We set ft, = exp(tX), for t real. We first

recall the definition of Kuiper and Yano [1, p. 419] which is also that of

Salvioli [4, 4.3] up to sign:

(1.3) Definition. The Lie derivative of a local section \¡/ of E with respect to

X is the local field XE-1// of vertical tangent vectors to E along tp defined by

(**•*),(*) «¿M((ftW)(*))l,-o (1-4)

where h is a function on E and x is a point in the domain ofxp.

It is clear that XE is a first-order differential operator from E into the

vertical tangent bundle of E.

Assume that G is a connected Lie group. A local section \p of E is invariant

under G if and only if X ■ \p = 0 for all X in the Lie algebra g of G. It is this

property that we wish to extend to a more general situation.
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2. Lie derivatives of morphisms. Let -n: F'-» M and -n': F' —> M' be two

fibered manifolds as above. We denote by p -» [iM, p -* pF, p -» pj^, and

p -» p¿- the actions of G on M, F, M' and F'. G acts on the set of local

morphisms u from F to F' by

p- u = p'r ° u ° ¡ipX    (for p in G ). (2.1)

Note that if u projects onto the mapping uM from M into A/', then p • «

projects onto p'M, ° uM ° pMx. In particular, if « projects onto a local diffeo-

morphism of M into A/', so does p • u for any p in G.

Let u be a local morphism from F to F' which projects onto a local

diffeomorphism vM from A/ to A/' and let ^ be a local section of F; then o • ip

denotes the local section of F' defined by

v • \p = v ° \¡/ ° vMx. (2.2)

(2.3) Definition. Let u be a local morphism from F to F' which projects onto

a local diffeomorphism uM from M into M'. Let X be in the Lie algebra g of G.

The Lie derivative X-uofu with respect to X is defined by

((X-uU)x,(h)=fth(((pru)-i)(x')) (2.4)
i-0

where \p is a local section of F, h is a function on F', and x' is a point of the

domain ofu-ip.

Let us denote by VF' the vertical tangent bundle to F', considered as a

bundle over A/'. ((A' • u)\p)x, is a vertical tangent vector to F' at the point

(u • «/'Xx'). (A' • u)\¡/ is a section of VF' over M' and it can be considered as a

section of the induced bundle u¡¡( VF') over M. As such the value of (X • u)\p

at x in M depends only upon the value of $ and its first derivatives at x.

Whence

(2.5) Proposition. The Lie derivative X • u of u with respect to X is a

first-order differential operator from F to uM( VF').

Let us now examine the case of a base-preserving morphism.

(2.6) Proposition. Assume that M = M'. When u projects onto the identity

of an open set of M, and the actions of G on F and F' project onto the same

action on M, then X ■ u is a lifting of u into VF'.

In fact, under these hypotheses, ((X ■ u)\¡/)x depends only on the value y of

\p at x and not on its first derivatives. For y in F, (X • u)y is the vector in

Vu(yyF' defined by

(X-u)y(h) = jih((p,u)(y))\l_0 (2.7)

where A is a function on F'.

We remark that if M = M' and F = M, then a local section of F' can be

viewed as a local morphism from F into F' over the identity of an open set of

M. (1.2) is then a particular case of (2.1) and it is clear from (2.7) that
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Definition (2.3) is indeed a generalization of (1.3).

(2.8) Lemma. For p in G, denote by Tp'r the differential of p'F,. Then

( Tp'F)((X ■ „)*) = (( TnMX ) ■ ( p ■ «))*.

The proof is a straightforward computation.

(2.9) Lemma. For s real,

in*YA(X'*W)A*) = (*• (*-«)*M*)-5*(<(a-«)-*X*')).

The proof follows from the equaliy p,+s ■ u = ft, • (ps • u) and from Lemma

(2.8).
We now state the infinitesimal conditions for the equivariance of a mor-

phism of fibered manifolds F and F' under a Lie group of transformations

acting on F and F'.

(2.10) Theorem. Assume that G is a connected Lie group. A local morphism u

from F to F' which projects onto a local diffeomorphism from M to M' is

equivariant with respect to G if and only if X • u = Ofar all X in the Lie algebra

QofG.

Proof. The necessity of the condition is clear. Assume X ■ u = 0 for some

X in g. By Lemma (2.9), dh(((ps • u) • \p)(x'))/ds = 0 identically. Thus for any

local section \p, the local section ( ps ■ U) ■ »// must be independent of s, and

therefore equal to u • t/\ This in turn implies that ¡is- u = u for all s, which

means that u is equivariant with respect to ¡is. If X ■ u = 0 for all X in g, u is

equivariant under the connected component of G, whence the theorem.

We denote by Vu the restriction to the vertical tangent bundle VF of F of

the differential Tu of u. It is a vector-bundle morphism from VF to VF'. By

(2.2) it maps local sections of VF over M into local sections of VF' over M'.

It is clear that for a local section ($, £) of VF,

(K«-(*t|)),,-^(u-*.X*')|.-o (2.11)

where xp, is a local one-parameter family of local sections of F such that

ip0 = \p and d\b,(x)/dt\,^0 = £x for x in the domain of £, and x' is a point in

M' such that both sides are defined.

(2.12) Proposition. The Lie derivative X-uofu with respect to X satisfies

X ■ u = X'F. o u - Vu°XF (2.13)

where XF (resp. XF.) is the first-order differential operator from F into VF (resp.

from F' into VF') defined by (1.4), and u (resp. Vu) acts on the local sections of

F (resp. VF) by (2.2).
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Proof. We verify that both sides of (2.13) act in the same way on a local

section \p of F, using the fact that u is continuous on each fiber of F, and

relation (2.11) for (<//, £) = XF ■ \¡s.

The right-hand side of (2.13) is meaningful in the more general case of a

local morphism u from the kth jet bundle (for some k > 0) of F into VF'. We

call u a generalized differential operator of order k from F into F'. Vu is then

a mapping from the local sections of VF over M into the local sections of VF'

over A/' defined by formula (2.11) where u • \p, denotes the action of u on the

¿th jet of \p, at a point. Thus (2.13) provides a definition of the Lie derivative

X ■ u in this more general case. We need this extension in order to state

Proposition (2.14) concerning the Lie derivation with respect to the bracket of

two vector fields, since A'- « is a generalized differential operator of order 1,

while u itself is of order 0. (A morphism from F to F' can be regarded as a

morphism from F to VF'.)

(2.14) Proposition. The Lie derivation with respect to the bracket of two

vector fields is the commutator of the Lie derivations. More precisely, for any

two elements X and Y in the Lie algebra g, and for any local morphism ufrom F

to F' which projects onto a local diffeomorphism of M into AT,

[X, Y]-u = X- (Y-u) - Y-(X-u). (2.15)

Proof. X and Y act on the sections of F; they also act on the sections of

VF and [A', Y)F-xp = XVF-(YF-^) - YVF- (XF-xp). Thus X ^ XF is a Lie

algebra homomorphism from g into a Lie algebra of differential operators

from F to VF. (That Lie algebra will be studied in detail elsewhere.) In the

same way X -» X'r is a Lie algebra homomorphism. Formula (2.15) follows

from those two facts and from (2.13).

If F' is a vector bundle, the set of all generalized differential operators

from F into F' is a vector space, filtered by the order.

(2.16) Corollary. Assume that F' is a vector bundle. The Lie derivation is a

Lie algebra homomorphism from g into a Lie algebra of endomorphisms of

degree 1 of the filtered vector space of all generalized differential operators from

F into F'. In other words, the vector space of generalized differential operators

from F to F' is a representation space for g.

This follows from the above definitions and from Proposition (2.14) ex-

tended to generalized differential operators.

In the next paragraph we point out the simplifications that occur in the

case of vector bundles.

3. The case of vector bundles. If £ is a vector bundle over M, the vertical

tangent bundle of E is identified with E X E, and by Definition (1.3), the Lie

derivative with respect to A' of a local section \p is the local section

(** •'rO,-4(((ftVM*))l.-0- (3.1)
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XE is a first-order differential operator on E with values in E, and it is linear

when G acts on E by vector-bundle automorphisms. More generally, assume

in Definition (2.3) that F' is a vector bundle and that VF' is identified with

F' X F'. Then X ■ u satisfies

((X ■ u)4,)x, = j-( ((( p,u)- t/v)(x'))|,.0 (3-2)

where the derivative is taken in the fiber of F' at x'. X ■ u is a first-order

differential operator from F to u%¡F'. Proposition (2.12) takes the following

form:

(3.3) Proposition. Let F and F' be vector bundles and let u be a local

vector-bundle morphism from F to F' which projects onto a local diffeomorphism

of M into M '. The Lie derivative of u with respect to X is

X ■ u = X'F, ° u - u ° XF (3.4)

where XF and X'F, act as first-order differential operators on the local sections of

F and F' respectively by (3.1), and u acts linearly on the sections of F by (2.2).

Proof. When VF is identified with F X F, and when u is linear on each

fiber, Vu can be identified with u. Thus (3.4) follows from (2.13).

(3.5) Example. Let us assume M = M', F = TM = F', and let us compute

X • Tv where u is a diffeomorphism of M and A' is a vector field on M. For a

local section Y of TM, XTM • Y = - [X, Y] and therefore

(X- Tv)(Y) = (XTM o Tv)(Y) - (Tv « XTM)(Y)

= -[X, Tv(Y)] + Tv([X, Y])

= -[X, Tv(Y)] +[Tv(X), Tv(Y)]

= [Tv(X)-X,Tv(Y)],

whence

X- Tv = Ad(Tv(X) - X) ° Tv.

In particular, it is clear that, because Tv is assumed to be invertible, the

vector field X is invariant under v if and only if X • Tv = 0.

(3.6) Example. Assume in Proposition (3.3) that M = M', u projects onto

the identity of an open set of M and the actions of G on F and F' project

onto the same action on M. By Proposition (2.6) X • u is a local morphism

from F to F'. If G acts on F and F' by vector-bundle automorphisms, X ■ u is

a local vector-bundle morphism and it is the Lie derivative with respect to X

of u considered as a local section of F* ® F', where F* is the dual of F.

(3.7) Example. Assume in Proposition (3.3) that M = M', F is the vector-

bundle of /t-jets of sections of a vector bundle E over M. A vector-bundle

morphism u from F to F' which projects onto the identity of M is a linear

differential operator of order k from E to F'. Its Lie derivative with respect to

X is a differential operator of order < k + 1. It is linear if G acts on F and F'

by vector-bundle automorphisms.
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4. Lie derivatives in bundles of geometric objects. Since the definition of the

Lie derivatives only involves the local behavior of the transformations defined

by the group G, we can extend the definition to the case of pseudo-groups.

Let us consider a transitive pseudo-group A of transformations of a manifold

M. The existence of liftings of those local diffeomorphisms of M which

belong to A to local automorphisms of a fibered manifold E over M is the

essential requirement for F to be a 'geometric object bundle' over M [1,

Theorem 3] or a 'natural bundle' over M ([2, p. 464], [3, p. 323]) or a 'bundle

of geometric objects' over M [4, Definition 1.3]. (In [2], [3] and [4], the

pseudo-group under consideration is the pseudo-group of all local diffeomor-

phisms of M.) We shall say that a fibered manifold it: E -» M is a 'bundle of

A-geometric objects' over M if every p in A lifts to a local automorphism pE of

E over p, if this lifting is compatible with the restriction mappings and with

the law of composition and if condition (C) of § 1 is satisfied.

If F and F' are two bundles of A-geometric objects over the same manifold

M, if X is a local vector field on M, and X generates a flow in the

pseudo-group A, we can still define by formula (2.4) the Lie derivative of a

local morphism from F to F' with respect to X. Theorem (2.10) can then be

modified as follows: If (p,) is the flow of X, then u is equivariant with respect

to p, (for those / for which it is defined) if and only if X • u = 0. Also, a

necessary condition for u to be equivariant with respect to A is that X • u = 0

for all vector fields X which generate a flow in A. In particular, using the

terminology of [3, §3],

(4.1) Proposition. A necessary condition for a morphism u from a natural

bundle F into a natural bundle F' to be natural is that X ■ u = 0 for all local

vector fields X on M.
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